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144,000: 37 – Picture Power in Peru 
 

A couple years ago, by way of my imagination/thalamus, I 

dreamt that I was in the Andes Mountains in South America 

in an area that looked like the region of Lake Titicaca (which is 

12,500 feet above sea level) in southwestern Peru (see map 

below). Walking through a green meadow of vibrant grass, I 

entered a modern international conference center where I 

gave a workshop about birthing the light body and its 12 

powers. About 144 light workers from countries around the 

world had come to hear me and others speak. Using my 

laptop computer and a projector, I presented a slide show of 

images that helped to illustrate my well-received talk, in which 

I emphasized the power of imagination. 
 

Upon awakening and for months thereafter, I had little understanding of the meaning and 

interpretation of this dream. It was not until last year when the guidance came to devote my blog 

in 2009 to the 12 powers, 12 corresponding power centers in the world, and linking with 12,000 

elect in each of these centers that the key to this dream became clear: Peru and the 

surrounding countries of Ecuador, Bolivia and Chile can be seen as the imagination power 

center for the world. In this focus, a minimum of 12,000 I Am Nation citizens/elect receive and 

broadcast new I Am images to the whole planet for its healing and upliftment.   

 

Mountains represent an elevated state of consciousness. In Sananda’s lifetime as Moses, he 

climbed Mt. Sinai where he received the Ten Commandments; when he descended, his face 

shown with light. In his later incarnation as Jesus, he took Peter (faith), John (love) and James 

(wisdom) up the mount where he was transfigured by his I Am Self and light body – his face and 

clothes radiated light as from the sun and a celestial voice was heard to say, “This is my Son in 

whom I Am well pleased.” Jesus was such a master of his imagination doorway that he created 

and projected images of his past lives as Moses and Elijah, which were so lifelike that Peter 

thought they were physical and suggested that tents be built for them. 
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The power of imagination functions on the positive, active, masculine polarity, whereas its 

counterpart of understanding expresses on the passive, receptive, feminine polarity. Being on 

the positive polarity is another reason why we can think of imagination as being located in Peru 

and nearby nations in the Western Hemisphere. 
 

For about a hundred years in the 1400s and 1500s, the Inca Empire that stretched the length of 

the Andes was centered in Cuzco, Peru, where they erected their Temple of the Sun. The Incas 

worshipped the sun as a symbol of God, whose light shines on, and gives life to, all of us. When 

our I Am or Son Self transfigures us via our all-seeing eye, we receive new Christ ideas and I 

Am images that lift us to higher peaks of I Am  beingness. To climb up the mountain to cosmic 

consciousness, we see and be. On the mountain top, one with God, our focus shifts: We be 

and see. In I Am beingness, we receive new I Am images that we project to heal humanity, just 

as in my dream I broadcast images from my laptop computer and a projector onto a screen. 
 

See and Be: See yourself in a pyramid of light that is your 

fourth-dimensional light body; it has transfigured over your 

third-dimensional physical form. This pyramid is like the one 

that is pictured on the back side of a US dollar bill. Call upon 

Spirit to lift you from the base of the pyramid to its apex or 

capstone that is a foot or two above your head. Think of this 

journey as climbing up your spine, with each vertebra 

representing a new plateau in your mountain ascent. As you 

rise in consciousness, your thoughts become more rarified 

and filled with the light of Spirit. Your conscious, mortal 

thoughts drop away, and then you travel up and through the 

subtler realms of your subconscious mind or soul. Finally, you 

enter into the inner chamber of the capstone. This is the all-seeing or cosmic eye of your light 

body. Like in the picture, it is filled with light. Be in this light. Perceive that you are of this light. 

Be your Self, the radiant child of God that you are. Be. 
 

Be and See: Be in the Andes Mountains about 12,000 feet above sea level. It is not so much 

that you imagine and project yourself there. Rather, in I Am beingness, you perceive that you 

are there and so you are. In your light body in Christ consciousness, there is no separation, no 

distance to travel, no here and there. Rather, one with God, you are one with life everywhere on 

and around the planet. Have faith that you are in Peru, and you are there in your light body.  
 

Link with the 12,000 elect in Peru and the surrounding Andean countries of Ecuador, Bolivia and 

Chile. They are of every race, religion, age, profession, ethnic group and place, whether in the 

mountains, the cities on the coast like Lima, or in the Amazon Rainforest that makes up 60 

percent of Peru. From your central location near Cuzco, Machu Picchu and Lake Titicaca, near 

the headwaters of the Amazon River, you are one with the 12,000. Be with the Christ in them. 

Sense their wholeness and holiness as equal, unique sons and daughters of the Sun/Spirit/God. 
 

Be with 144,000 I Am Nation citizens worldwide. You are with them and they are with you, all in 

your all-seeing, cosmic eye, which is of the eye of God. By your faith in your harmonious image 

of them, they are healed. Expand your focus to all souls on Earth, saying to them: Be healed!  


